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People Across the Globe Want Their Cultural
Heritage Back. Canada May Offer a Blueprint
for How to Get There
A proposed law would mobilize a national strategy to help Indigenous
communities reclaim cultural heritage objects at home and abroad.
Kate Brown, June 25, 2018
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On a recent visit to an Indigenous cultural center in Nova Scotia, Canadian
politician Bill Casey found himself admiring an intric ately embroidered robe. He was
surprised to hear from a curator that what he was looking at was not the real thing,
but a replica.
Held behind glass at the Millbrook Cultural and Heritage Centre near Truro, Nova
Scotia, the stunning 19th-century Mi’kmaq regalia was a convincing facsimile of the
original. The real regalia, however, is currently tucked away in a drawer at a
museum in Melbourne, Australia.
Millbrook’s Mi’kmaq First Nation have been fighting to reclaim this unique piece of
heritage for a decade. Their plight is familiar to many Indigenous communities in
Canada and beyond. But now, for the first time, an unprecedented groundswell of
support is growing to buttress their efforts.

A Global Shift
The push for restitution in Canada comes at a moment w hen long-held assumptions
about the rightful ownership of cultural heritage are coming under renewed scrutiny
worldwide. In Europe, French President Emmanuel Macron has promised to make
restitution of French-owned African heritage a priority over the next five years,
while Germany recently published guidelines on how to handle its own massive
collections of colonial -era artifacts.
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But former European colonies like Canada find themselves in a categorically
different position. The so-called source communities asking for restitution are not
an ocean away, but squarely within their own borders. Meanwhile, some of the
contested items are held by foreign countries, creating a diplomatic and
bureaucratic obstacle course. Arguably even more pa inful, other objects are in the
collections of Canadian museums —visible but still out of reach for Indigenous
communities.
Casey, who is a member of Canada’s federal parliament and represents Millbrook,
was deeply affected by his visit to the cultural cent er. Since then, he has set out to
help create a national strategy to help Indigenous peoples get their objects back,
both from foreign nations and institutions within Canada’s own borders.
This February, he introduced a bill called the Aboriginal Cultural Property
Repatriation Act (also known as Bill C -391) that aims to clear a smoother path for
repatriation. The bill was unanimously voted forward through two rounds, most
recently on June 7. Now, it will go to a Standing Committee on Indigenous and
Northern Affairs for further study. There is still a long way to go before it becomes
law, but it’s off to a promising start. Parliament will debate the bill this autumn.
“From talking with many Indigenous stakeholders, I know that this strategy that
would obtain artifacts being held in foreign museums and bring them back to
Canada is long overdue,” Casey said after the vote in early June in the House of
Commons. “For many Indigenous communities, the ceremonial artifacts that were
removed by explorers over the centuries are a keenly missed part of their cultural
heritage and identity.”

A Surprise Bill
When news first broke about Bill C -391 earlier this year, it caught several in the
museum world off guard. “This bill, C -391, frankly came as a total surprise to us,”
said John McAvity, the executive director and CEO of the Canadian Museums
Association, which advocates for the museum sector in Canada. “It’s a well meaning piece of legislation, but not really necessary as Canadian museums have
been repatriating artifacts for over 35 years.”
Indeed, museums including Chicago’s Field Museum and the BC Royal Museum in
Canada have repatriated objects to Canadian Indigenous communities over the
years. But the new bill seeks to establish a national support system to make these
requests more feasible for Indigenous communities, in part by providing funding for
the transfer and storage of objects.
McAvity says he supports the bill overall and believes it will empower communities
to gain access to their own cultural heritage. But he also points out the need for
certain amendments. For one, he notes, human remains are not currently included

in the list of qualifying objects, even though they are very often a top priority for
repatriation.
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Where Did the Artifacts Go?
So how, exactly, did Indigenous cultural property end up leaving the hands of its
creators and landing in museums?
While some objects may have been legitimately purchased or donated, others are
alleged to have been illegitima tely confiscated by Canadian officials. From 1885 to
1951, the federal government banned potlach ceremonies —rituals practiced by
Indigenous people in the Northwest to mark important events —in an effort to
compel Indigenous people to assimilate and restrict their cultural expression. In the
case of the notorious Cranmer potlach in 1921, officials arrested 45 potlach
participants and swept up many important cultural objects in the process.
Over the years, artifacts from these ceremonies, including ritual clothing and
dancing masks, ended up in museums including the Canadian Museum of History in
Ottawa and the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto .
“These important cultural objects were taken or stolen under our colonial regime’s
disguise of superiority of ‘cultural preservation,'” a spokesman for Canadian
Heritage Minister Mélanie Joly told CBC in response to Casey’s legislation.
Despite a growing willingness to address the issue, however, deep divisions about
restitution remain, and a number of highly contested requests remain unresolved.
The National Museum of Scotland in Edinburg h holds the human remains of the last
two members of Canada’s Beothuk tribe, APTN News reported last December.
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Though the Beothuk slowly died out following European colonization, other local
Indigenous community members in the region have been actively trying in vain to
reclaim the remains. National Museums Scotland, which now oversees the
collection, has said it would only consider a request from Canada’s federal
government.
Finally, Canada submitted an “official” request in 2016, but the matter remains
unresolved. As of this writing, the remains of Demasduit and her husband, a chief
named Nonosabasut, as well as 10 burial items removed from graves, remain stored
in the Scottish capital. The Scottish Museums Association has argued against
restitution, in part because there are no living Beothuk descendants.

A Long Road
McAvity, the Canadian Museums Association director, remembers when he first
heard the word “cultural repatriation.” It was at a Canadian museums conference on
the West Coast in the 1970s. “A lone woman from the Haida Nation stood up and
talked about repatriation,” he recalled. The room fell silent. “Most of us had never
heard the word or concept before. It was a defining moment for me.”
Much has changed since then. The current conversation is part of a much broader
discussion in Canada about the federal gov ernment’s need to make amends to
Indigenous communities.
In 2008, Canada established the landmark Truth and Reconciliation
Commission which, in 2015, released 94 calls to action to bring restorative justice
to Indigenous peoples. From the 1880s to the end of the 20th century, the Canadian
government operated a brutal residential school system that separated Indigenous

children from their parents for extended periods and so ught to “‘kill the Indian in the
child,'” as Canada’s former Prime Minister Stephen Harper put it in an official
apologyin 2008.
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A call to action targeted at museums seeking a national review of current policies
and practices to determine their compliance with the United Nations’
2007 Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples ; In response, the Canadian
Museums Association initiated a 15 -member working group this May with key
members from its national museums and Indigenous cultural institutions.
“What we’re dealing with is one of the steps in reconciliation of the residential
school experience and all of the ways in which heritage and knowledge were denied
to Indigenous communities, or how the transmission of culture and traditional
knowledge from generation to gen eration was interrupted. That is really the heart of
this whole discussion,” says Sarah Pash, the executive director at
Aanischaaukamikw Cree Cultural Institute and a member of the working group who
also sits on the Canadian Museums Association’s board.
Over the next three years, the task force will tackle a range of Indigenous art related issues, including restitution. Casey’s bill is also on the table for
consideration.
“For years, restitution was a no -no word in the museum language,” says McAvity.
“This is changing fast, and it is about time for this new reality.”

A New Conversation Emerges
In recent years, Canadian museums have been working increasingly closely with
Indigenous communities. But Pash says institutions must be careful to let
Indigenous people take the lead on restitution -related matters, particularly in cases

where their elders have specialized knowledge that can help retrace objects’ lost
ownership histories.
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Advocates argue that one of the most important parts of the bill is the proposed
financial support that would enable communities to establish storage facilities or
cultural institutions to house their own artifacts. McAvity notes t hat in that past,
some communities have opted not to pursue restitution simply because they were
unable to safely preserve the objects.
Still, others worry that increased funding could turn the current stream of
repatriation requests into a flood. If the b ill were to pass, would Canada’s museums
end up empty? No, says McAvity. On the contrary, the law would likely result in the
creation of more museums—ones run by Indigenous communities who have
expertise in their own histories.
“Our treasures are family,” the artist and educator Lou-ann Ika’wega Neel, who has
recently been appointed a repatriation specialist at the Royal British Columbia
Museum in Victoria, tells artnet News. “To know that our family is being stored away
in museum cases or in basements or a ttics in far away lands has always been
heartbreaking.” (The Royal Museum, for one, owns several objects that
were confiscated from potlach ceremonies in the early 20th century.)
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In her new role, Neel has developed an intriguing idea. She suggests that
Indigenous Nations artists create replicas of cultural objects for Canadian museums
as the originals are returned to their respective communities.
“These replicas could remain with museums along with much more information, so
they can continue to serve as educational tools for people of all cultures,” Neel
says. “[Visitors] will know that we are not a dead or dying culture. We are still here.”
In recent months, the Australian ambassador to Canada has reached out to Casey,
the Canadian politician, about the contested Mi’kmaq regalia that inspired his new
bill. The goal is to establish a plan to repatriate the robe as soon as possible.

